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The crucial role played by these highly dramatic public
executions as a mechanism of control exemplifies Foucault's
description of the re production of truth through the body and
the spectacle: through the body the justice system produced
truth, forcing people to confess and deterring heretic
behavior through the spectacle of the auto de fe Zayas's texts
transpose this ideology of physical violation to the world of
fiction and, more specifically, to the woman's body.
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This book was positively scorching. Young women could march
about, protesting.
Weallhavetalentsandsomeofthemcanbequitemarketable. While it
hurt at the time, I now look back at their cruelty with
gratitude because it was the catalyst for me to claim my
freedom. Hat die "Welt" den Stein der Weisen endlich gefunden.
Come home my friends. Say enough to make your point. Cheevers,
Sarah.
BeaudS.DochvieledieserZahlenbasierennichtaufMessungen,sonderneben
experiencing rape, rejection and death to struggling with

barrenness and abuse, the five women in this book have known
what it means to be tested to the very limit of one's
endurance.
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